DONATIONS/SPONSORSHIPS

Sponsorships for all Habitat Greater San Francisco (GSF) projects are critical to our programs, and a financial donation is strongly encouraged from corporate volunteer groups. Your dollars help build and sustain affordable homes and revitalize neighborhoods for families in Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo counties. All funding goes directly to our mission, and your company will see the impact of your contribution and feel the satisfaction of knowing your benevolence will last for generations. The following activities and sponsorship packages are customizable. Please note:

1) Companies which have volunteered with us in the past two years will be expected to provide a minimal sponsorship of $2,500 for ten (10) volunteers and over.

2) Employee volunteer matching donations and/or teambuilding funds may be used to make a donation in support of your volunteer day.

3) Habitat GSF can assist you in setting up a link to our donation page to garner support from your co-workers and/or colleagues to make a donation to support your volunteer day.

4) Corporate giving days, affinity builds or largescale teambuilding projects (20 or more volunteers) require a minimum $5,000 sponsorship.

5) Playhouse Builds require sponsorship at the rate of one (1) playhouse = 10 volunteers = $3,000 donation.

6) All corporate volunteer groups for residential home construction (beginning early 2020) will be required to make a minimum sponsorship of $5,000 or more. It is not too early for your company to begin making donations in support of a future new home construction build day. See (#3) above.

7) For cause marketing and/or use of the Habitat Greater San Francisco logo for a sales or marketing campaign not tied to a group volunteer project. Let us know and we will coordinate with appropriate departments.
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION
Corporate volunteer groups can help perform critical home repairs (Bayview District of San Francisco, East Palo Alto and Belle Haven) and revitalize communal green spaces or improve organic gardens (Bayview District of San Francisco) that lift and sustain low-income communities.

PLAYHOUSES
A fun teambuilding experience which raises funds for the Habitat mission. Corporate volunteer groups build playhouses which are donated to children in the community. This can be done at your worksite (minimum 400 square feet per playhouse required) or at Habitat’s San Francisco playhouse workshop.

CORPORATE GIVING DAYS
These projects can be arranged on an annual basis, for affinity groups in honor of a special month or day and can include a combination of homebuilding, neighborhood revitalization and/or playhouse builds. Employee charitable donation matching may be an added component of corporate giving to engage an entire company in the effort.

HOME BUILDING: NEW CONSTRUCTION IN SAN FRANCISCO & DALY CITY
Companies can register now for volunteer groups beginning in early January 2020. Depending on the construction schedule for each of these sites, tasks can include framing, site work, exterior finishes, painting, flooring and insulation. From Wednesday – Friday, each site can accommodate between 20 - 25 volunteers; on Saturdays, 40 - 50. The age requirement of 16 and older with a chaperone present throughout the day.

WOMEN’S BUILD is one of the many affinity builds for which Habitat is widely known. This special day brings together groups of women to build or repair homes in an eight-hour period. Not only is an opportunity to come together to create or strengthen relationships across age, backgrounds and industries, it becomes a powerful example of how effective collaboration can accomplish important goals for the community.
DONATION/SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS

KEYSTONE LEVEL: $100,000

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 40 persons at a construction site
✓ One group volunteer day for up to 25 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project
✓ One playhouse build for up to 20 persons (maximum 2 playhouses)
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kits to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction and supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organizations to receive the playhouses
✓ HGSF branded golden hard hat for company CEO or leader
✓ HGSF website recognition for six months (~96,000 views)
✓ “Why We Build” guest blog on HGSF website for a period of one year
✓ Recognition at Groundbreaking events
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report
✓ Company recognized in annual San Francisco Business Times charitable giving issue
✓ Four postings on HGSF’s social media channels during the calendar year acknowledging support to ~ 24,000 users
✓ One social media post on actual volunteer days
✓ Photos taken during volunteer events which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Framed commemorative group photo of volunteer days for company lobby
✓ Two tables of 8 at HGSF’s annual Framing the Future event (One Breakfast Menlo Park, One Lunch SF)
✓ 8 tickets to HGSF’s annual Young Professionals’ event

CORNERSTONE LEVEL: $75,000

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 30 persons at a construction site
✓ One group volunteer day for up to 25 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project
✓ One playhouse build for up to 20 persons (maximum 2 playhouses)
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kits to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction and supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organizations to receive the playhouses
✓ HGSF website recognition for six months (~96,000 views)
✓ Recognition at Groundbreaking events
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report
✓ Company recognized in annual San Francisco Business Times charitable giving issue
✓ Three postings on HGSF’s social media channels during the calendar year acknowledging support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on actual volunteer days
✓ Photos taken during volunteer events which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Framed commemorative group photo of volunteer days for company lobby
✓ One table for 8 at HGSF’s annual Framing the Future event
✓ 8 tickets to HGSF’s annual Young Professionals’ event
DONATION/SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS (continued)

DEVELOPER LEVEL: $50,000

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 20 – 25 persons at a construction site
✓ One group volunteer day for up to 25 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project
✓ One playhouse build for up to 20 persons (maximum 2 playhouses)
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kits to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction/supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organizations to receive the playhouses
✓ HGSF website recognition for six months (~96,000 views)
✓ Recognition at Groundbreaking events
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report
✓ Company recognized in annual San Francisco Business Times charitable giving issue
✓ Two postings on HGSF’s social media channels during the calendar year acknowledging support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on the actual volunteer days
✓ Photos taken during volunteer events which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Framed commemorative group photo of volunteer days for company lobby
✓ One table for 8 at HGSF’s annual Framing the Future event
✓ 8 tickets to HGSF’s annual High Stakes young professionals’ event

BUILDER LEVEL: $25,000

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 15 persons at a construction site or up to 20 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project
✓ One playhouse build for up to 20 persons (maximum 2 playhouses)
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kits to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction/supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organizations to receive the playhouses
✓ One social media post during the calendar year acknowledging support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on the actual volunteer day
✓ Photos taken during volunteer events which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Framed commemorative group photo of volunteer day for company lobby
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report
✓ Company recognized in annual San Francisco Business Times charitable giving issue
✓ 8 complimentary and 15 discounted tickets to HGSF’s annual High Stakes young professionals’ event

ARCHITECT LEVEL: $10,000

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 25 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project or one playhouse build for up to 10 persons
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kit to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction/supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organization to receive the playhouses
✓ One social media post during the calendar year acknowledging support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on the actual volunteer day
✓ Photos taken during volunteer event which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report
✓ 2 complimentary and 10 discounted tickets to HGSF’s annual Young Professionals’ event
DONATION/SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS (continued)

ENGINEER LEVEL: $7,500

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 20 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project or one playhouse build for up to 10 persons (maximum one playhouse)
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kit to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction/supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organization to receive the playhouse
✓ One social media post during the calendar year acknowledging your support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on the actual volunteer day
✓ Photos taken during volunteer event which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report

CONTRACTOR LEVEL: $5,000

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 15 persons at a neighborhood revitalization project or one playhouse build for up to 10 persons (maximum one playhouse)
✓ Materials and delivery of playhouse kit to the donor’s site on a designated day, staff instruction/supervision
✓ Opportunity to select community organization to receive the playhouse
✓ One social media post during the calendar year acknowledging your support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on the actual volunteer day
✓ Photos taken during volunteer event which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report

CARPENTER LEVEL: $2,500

✓ One group volunteer day for up to 10 persons at a neighborhood revitalization
✓ One social media post during the calendar year acknowledging support to ~24,000 users
✓ One social media post on the actual volunteer day
✓ Photos taken during volunteer event which Habitat would share with company for its own use
✓ Recognition in HGSF Annual Report

If you would like additional information, to customize a donation/sponsorship packages, or have decided on a package please contact development@habitatgsf.org

Habitat for Humanity Greater San Francisco (GSF) is recognized as a tax-exempt public charity under Section 501(c) (3) of the internal Revenue Code. Tax ID# 94-3088881. Contributions are deductible to the extent allowed by law.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!